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Assemblies  
- Find instructions on how to join assemblies on Teams.  

Monday 9am – Getting ready for the week 

Friday 1pm – Wellbeing Assembly  
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Phase 5 – wh 
Login to Phonics Play (username: 
Beecroft & password:apple123) 
Play Flashcard Speed Trial for Phase 
3 and 5A 
Watch the video about the sound of 
the day.  
Can you practise this sound? Do you 
know any words with this sound in? 
Can you write a sentence containing 
one of the words?  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=mppiO8xtYoA 
 
 

1.  
Watch the video lesson on teams.  
Using the poems Frost and Winter 
from your pack, circle or highlight all 
of the verbs.  
 
2.  
Copy your winter poem up in neat, 
beautiful handwriting. You can use 
the writing up sheet if you have a 
printer or you can use paper you 
have at home and draw a picture to 
go with it. Ask an adult to send me a 
clear, well lit photo/scan of your 
beautiful poem for display in school!  

Year 1 
To identify the physical properties of 
coins 
In this lesson you will be identifying 
the properties of coins and 
beginning to name them. 
 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/lessons/to-identify-the-physical-
properties-of-coins-ccrp2c 
 

You can choose which afternoon 
you complete the foundation 
subjects. This would be the 
timetable we would follow in 
school. 
 
PE 
Joe Wicks 
Complete a Joe Wicks exercise video. 
There are lots of PE with Joe videos 
on YouTube, choose any you would 
like! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=l0k6XqfFEUo 
 
Cosmic Kids Yoga 
Alternatively, you could do some 
yoga! The Cosmic Kids YouTube 
channel has lots of different themed 
yoga videos. Choose one you would 
like to complete.  
https://www.youtube.com/c/Cosmi
cKidsYoga/videos 
 

Year 2 
Change from a pound 
In this lesson we will learn how to 
calculate change from £1 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/lessons/change-from-a-pound-
6wwkac 
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Phase 5 – ph 
Login to Phonics Play (username: 
Beecroft & password:apple123) 
Play Flashcard Speed Trial for Phase 
3 and 5A 
Watch the video about the sound of 
the day.  

Perform A Winter Poem  
 
Watch the video lesson on teams.  
Practise the poem ‘Frost’. Follow the 
steps to help you practise it. Can you 
perform the poem to the adults in 
your house? Remember to use a 

Year 1 
To recognise the value of different 
coins (Part 1) 
In this lesson you will be naming the 
coins and beginning to know the 
values they hold. 
 

Art 
Complete the Art Challenge set 
by Miss Nokes. Find this in your 
pack and on Teams  
Files -> Class Materials -> Art 
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Can you practise this sound? Do you 
know any words with this sound in? 
Can you write a sentence containing 
one of the words?  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=b6Keu6eiptc 
 
 

loud voice and speak clearly. 
 
I would love to see a video or a voice 
recording performing your poem! 
Ask an adult to email it to me.  

https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/lessons/to-recognise-the-value-
of-different-coins-part-1-c8t32e 
 

Year 2 
Adding money in different ways 
In this lesson we will learn how to 
make the same amount using 
different coins and notes 
 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/lessons/adding-money-in-
different-ways-60w3jt 
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Phase 5 – ew  
Login to Phonics Play (username: 
Beecroft & password:apple123) 
Play Flashcard Speed Trial for Phase 
3 and 5A 
Watch the video about the sound of 
the day.  
Can you practise this sound? Do you 
know any words with this sound in? 
Can you write a sentence containing 
one of the words?  

Today, we are starting our new class 
text! We are going to be reading The 
Owl Who Was Afraid Of The Dark by 
Jill Tomlinson. You all have a copy of 
this in your physical pack you 
collected from school.  
 
Listen to the video recording on 
teams.   
 
Record any new or unfamiliar words. 

Year 1 
To recognise the value of different 
coins (Part 2) 
In this lesson you will be naming the 
coins and beginning to know the 
values they hold. 
 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/lessons/to-recognise-the-value-
of-different-coins-part-2-6mt68t 
 

Science 
Which materials float and sink? 
In this lesson, we will be 
investigating different materials and 
their properties. We will be 
exploring which materials float and 
which materials sink, then we will be 
making comparisons while looking at 
their properties. Do all hard 
materials sink? Do all soft materials 
float? You will need a piece of paper 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=GJL84QOnGIA 
 

 
Challenge – Can you find out the 
meaning of some of the new or 
unfamiliar words.   

Year 2 
Using the fewest amount of coins 
and notes 
In this lesson we will learn how to 
make an amount using the fewest 
amount of coins and notes 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/lessons/using-the-fewest-
amount-of-coins-and-notes-71k64c 
 
 
 

and a pencil. If you would like to take 
part in the experiment you will need 
a coin or small metal object, a cotton 
ball or pad, stones, a pencil and a 
bowl of water. Otherwise, you can 
watch me conduct the experiment 
while observing the outcomes. 
 
https://classroom.thenational.acad
emy/lessons/which-materials-float-
and-sink-cdj66c 
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Phonics Play  
Login to phonics play and play Buried 
Treasure. Choose all of Phase 5.  

- Complete the assignment on 
Teams. 

- Practise your handwriting in 
your yellow book. Choose a 
letter or join and practise a 
line!  

 

Year 1 
- Complete the Education City 

Activities. These will be in 
‘Assignments’ on Microsoft 
Teams. Choose the correct 
activities for your year 
group.  

- Complete the Assignment on 
Teams.  
  

Geography  
How are settlements shaped? 
Settlements come in all sorts of 
shapes and sizes. In today's lesson 
we will be thinking about why 
settlements take the shapes that 
they do. This will involve taking a trip 
back in history to think about the 
first time that humans began to 
settle! 
 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/lessons/how-are-settlements-
shaped-c4wp2r 
 

Year 2 
Giving change 
In this lesson we will learn how to 
calculate change using different 
strategies 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/lessons/giving-change-cct3ge 
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Phoneme Spotter 
 
Complete the phoneme spotter in 
this week’s file in Teams. Read the 
phoneme spotter and highlight or 
make a list of the words with the a_e 
split digraph in.  
 
 

- Complete the assignment on 
Teams.    

- Practise your handwriting in 
your yellow book. Choose a 
letter or join and practise a 
line!  
 

- Complete the Quiz on 
Microsoft Teams in 
‘Assignments’. Choose the 
correct quiz for your year 
group.  
 

- Complete Mental Arithmetic 
5 in your red book.  

Wellbeing  
Forever friends 
In this lesson, we will think about 
what we can do if we experience or 
witness someone being unkind. We 
will read a story about kindness and 
understand that our actions can 
have a positive and negative impact 
on others. 
 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/lessons/forever-friends-68ukec 
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